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especially a strong resemblance throughout in structure to one
canzone, where he speaks of his love with minute reference to
the seasons of the year. Moreov-er, Fraticelli tells us that it is
not attributed to Dante in any one of the many ancient MSS.
he had seen, but has been fathered on him solely on the authority
of a printed collection of 1518. This contested Canzone is well
worth fighting for; and the victor would deserve to receive his
prize at the hands of a peerless Queen of Beauty, for never was
beauty better described. I believe we may decide that the triumph
belongs by right to Fazio.
An exile by inheritance, Fazio seems to have acquired restless
tastes ; and in the latter years of his life (which was prolonged
to old age), he travelled over a great part of Europe, and com-
posed his long poem entitled II Dittamondo—' The Song of the
World '. This work, though by no means contemptible in point
of execution, certainly falls far short of its conception, which is
a grand one; the topics of which it treats in great measure—
geography and natural history—rendering it in those days the
native home of all credulities and monstrosities. In scheme it-
was intended as an earthly parallel to Dante's Sacred Poem,
doing for this world what he did for the other. At Fazio's death
it remained unfinished, but I should think by very little; the
plan of the work seeming in the main accomplished/ The whole
earth (or rather all that was then known of it) is traversed—its
surface and its history—ending with the Holy Land, and thus
bringing Man's world as near as may be to God's; that is, to
the point at which Dante's office begins. No conception could
well be nobler, or worthier even now of being dealt with by
a great master. To the work of such a man, Fazio's work might
afford such first materials as have usually been furnished before-
hand to the greatest poets by some unconscious steward.
XLIV. franco sacchetti; born, 1335; deed, shortly
after 1400.
This excellent writer is the only member of my gathering who
was born after the death of Dante, which event (in 1321) pre-
ceded Franco's birth by some fourteen years. I have introduced
a few specimens of his poetry, partly because their attraction
was irresistible, but also because he is the earliest Italian poet
with whom playfulness is the chief characteristic ; for even with
Boccaccio, in his poetry, this is hardly the case, and we can but
ill accept as playfulness the cynical humour of Cecco Angiolieri:
perhaps Rustico di Filippo alone might put in claims to priority
in this respect. However, Franco Sacchetti wrote poems also on
political subjects; and had he belonged more strictly to the
period of which I treat, there is no one who would better have

